iPad Case • Keyboard • Magnetic Mount • Sound Booster

A Case Like No Other

Over a Dozen Different Viewing and Typing Positions
Touchfire’s patent pending cases use magnets to achieve a huge number of positions and easily
handle every situation an iPad can get into. We have a position for that!

Built In Magnetic Mount and Sound Booster

Touchfire cases
come in four eyecatching colors:
Blue, Black, Red,
and Gray.

The Touchfire Keyboard – Always With You, Never in the Way

The case includes a
magnetic latch that
keeps the cover
solidly closed, and
even has a place for
a stylus.
The Touchfire
keyboard weighs a
less than an ounce
and it’s as thin as
two credit cards.

Touchfire started out as a Kickstarter
project. It was the highest funded tabletrelated project of the time, raising over
$200K.

The transparent Touchfire keyboard
lets you feel the keys on the iPad, rest
your fingers on the home row, and even
type without looking.

The keyboard also attaches magnetically to the case’s
cover and is completely out of the way when watching a
video or making FaceTime calls.

Better than Bluetooth
Pricing
Touchfire Case & Keyboard.
Versions for iPad 2,3,4, iPad mini,
iPad Air and iPad Air 2.
iPad Screen Protector

$69.99 USD

$14.99 USD

Keyboard Storage Case

$ 5.99 USD
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The Touchfire keyboard is the
ultimate mobile typing companion.
No batteries to charge, no Bluetooth
pairing to fail, no draining the iPad’s
battery.
Touchfire is half the weight of a
traditional Bluetooth case/keyboard
with none of the bulk – just toss it in
your bag and go.
The simplest solution, the best
solution!

“Touchfire turns
the iPad into a true
laptop killer”

“I love it, I love it!”
Kathie Lee & Hoda

“An ingenious idea”

“Incredibly simple to use”

iPad Case • Keyboard • Magnetic Mount • Sound Booster

Complete List of Touchfire Features
CASE FEATURES
1.

2.

Protection
a. Protective ridge around the iPad’s screen, ensures that the screen won’t crack in a fall.
b. Clever magnetic tab keeps the cover closed under all circumstances
c. Durable, elastic outer material is bonded onto a tough, shock-absorbing engineering plastic. The Touchfire case offers ultimate
protection, yet it’s incredibly sleek and slim. You no longer need to use a bulky, cumbersome case to give your iPad the protection it
deserves.
d. The Touchfire case will even keep your iPad safe and protected when children use it. They can throw the iPad across the room if they
want.
Positions
a. Over a dozen typing and viewing positions, some of them infinitely adjustable. A position for every use and every person!
b. Uses magnets instead of complicated mechanical contrivances
c. Multiple typing positions are essential to be able to type under all circumstances (sitting, lying down, on your lap, etc.)
d. Micro-adjustable viewing positions allow precise control of iPad angle - glare from overhead lights washing out the screen will never be a
problem again
e. Perfect for taking pictures – sets up in landscape or portrait for fixed position pictures, easy one-handed picture taking when on the go
f.
Incredibly versatile system - customers are constantly finding new positions that we didn’t even know about!

3.

Sound
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Case Materials
a. Cover material is unique, beautiful two-tone micro-hexagon pattern
b. Four luscious colors – black, gray, red, blue
c. Material feels smooth when touched lightly, but becomes grippy as soon as pressure is applied. Keeps your iPad solidly in your hand and
on the table
d. Looks great, feels great.

5.

Even More…
a. The cover turns the iPad on and off when you open and close it
b. The magnetic strip on the back doubles as a carrying grip
c. The cover attaches magnetically to the back of the iPad when flipped around to the back
d. Stylus-Ready - the case is designed to carry a stylus like the Wacom Bamboo; just put it on the cover with the clip underneath the
keyboard

Sound is redirected to the front of the iPad
Increases volume by 50%, improves sound clarity and quality
No more cupping your hand over the iPad’s speaker in order to hear it
Perfect for FaceTime, watching videos with friends, listening to music across the room, dance party!

KEYBOARD FEATURES
1.

Touchfire Keyboard
a. The thinnest, lightest iPad keyboard in the world; now you can type on an iPad like you type on a regular keyboard!
b. Patented, transparent 3-D keys go on top of the iPad’s on-screen keyboard
c. Snaps into place on the iPad magnetically
d. Quickly retracts when you want to use the full screen, pops back on when you want to type
e. Silent operation allows you to take notes while talking naturally with people; no screen in the way.
f.
Keys are always brightly lit – easy to use in the dark
g. Touchfire is the only add-on keyboard that works with Apple’s new predictive typing system in iOS 8
h. No batteries to recharge, no Bluetooth pairing hassles, no draining power from your iPad, no mechanical keys to wear out and break
i.
Optional keyboard storage case enables the keyboard to be neatly stored away from the iPad

2.

Keyboard-Case Integration
a. Keyboard stores magnetically inside the cover when not in use; it’s barely noticeable when the case is closed
b. When the case is in the viewing positions the keyboard is stored behind the case, completely out of the way
c. Cover can fold in half with keyboard in the middle, forming a handle.
d. The half-folded cover can also be rotated to the back of the iPad, allowing one-handed operation with the keyboard safely tucked away
e. Typing and viewing positions take up minimal footprint – important in tight spaces like airplane tray tables, on your lap when commuting
and taking notes in class – much less space than a Bluetooth keyboard-case

MAGNETIC MOUNTING FEATURES
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Magnets in the case enable the iPad to be mounted on any ferrous metal surface, like a refrigerator door, a metal-backed whiteboard, or
an exercise machine
Mounts in landscape or portrait mode, case can be mounted open or closed
Your iPad now takes up no desk or counter space, can’t be accidentally knocked over – so it’s out of the way but easily accessible
Sound is enhanced even further when mounted magnetically
Same patent-pending magnet system is used to provide the case positions, the magnetic mounting and the magnetic cover closure tab

